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THE HASHLESS TIMES

S

nowy’s preferred method of sleeping is to wrap the duvet tightly around himself so that only his
nose and the top of his head sticks out. In the light-coloured duvet, he looks like a large, titaniumhaired grub. His other preference is not to wake up too early, which is why his good lady Slippery
slipped out of bed next to him very quietly at the ungodly hour of around 3 o’clock on the morning of the
Summer Solstice. “Wassermarr?” Grunted the grub, keeping its eyes resolutely shut in the pitch dark,
before immediately going back to sleep. Slippery quietly began to dress. All was going well until she
sneaked towards the door in bare feet. The little toe on her left foot connected somewhat violently with
the leg of the bed. “FOR FFFFF…..!!” She began; then stopped quickly as the bug grunted and a bleary,
unfocused eye squelched open. Racked with pain and standing on one leg with the other raised while
her hands clasped the throbbing metatarsal, Slippery bit her lip to stem the tsunami of naughty words,
hoping desperately that the bug would sink back into its catatonic somnolence. After a half a minute the
eyelid drooped and the Darth Vadar-like breathing resumed. Slippery gingerly replaced her foot on the
carpet, breathed a sigh of relief and slid quietly out of the bedroom door.
She was on her way to see the sunrise at Donnington Castle and was taking her camera to record the
event. Slippery is an accomplished photographer and one of her beautiful pictures appears below.

I’d like to point out that the above description of her early morning preparation is absolute, unadulterated
fact, as reported to me by Slippery herself… In a way, I’m quite looking forward to the character
defamation court case…
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THE LONGEST DAY/SMALLEST CROWD SUNRISE ‘NOT HASH’

S

pot has kindly submitted the below report, with pictures by Skinny Dipper:Longest Day Sunrise Hash. Run No 14 Ashendury Park, Woodley.

Hares Skinny Dipper and Spot.
First of all sorry to all of
you who I had to turn
away from the Sunrise
hash, I had to avoid a big
crowd.
Skinny had suggested the
venue of Ashenbury park
which was a good idea
because as it turned out
quite central to most of
those who ran.
After a couple of recces
over the weeks we started
laying the trail at 8.00 pm on Friday evening, we set a trail with flour and on, so didn't have the bother with of
all those falses and didn't feel guilty about using such valuable resources.
We forwarned some over night fisherman that were camping on the lake side that they may see a very large
Rudd going by and that they would not be dreaming.
I cycled back home at 10.00pm and just had time for a cuppa and a snack.
I set the alarm for 3.00am and would you believe I awoke at 2.50 with no help from the alarm.
So, back on the bike at 4.00am and arrived at the car park to find Twanky already there, he was relieved to see
me because he wasn't sure he had the right car park.
Within no time at all everyone had arrived so I called the gather around and welcomed virgin runners Gnasher,
Canal Bob and Randy Mandy, with just moments before On out another car arrived and that was Slapper who I
had completely forgotten about , sorry Slapper.
So, the turnout was as follows----Twanky- 5 runs. Blow Job- 2 runs. Randy Mandy- 1 run.
Gnasher- 1 run. Canal Bob- 1 run. Tequilova-9 runs. C5- 6 runs.
Mr Blobby- 8 runs. Mrs Blobby- 2 runs. Iceman- 14runs.
Caboose- 8 runs. Dunny- 8 runs. Rampant- 8 runs. Slapper- 3runs
Skinny- 5 runs. Spot-14 runs.
Although we started the run at the exact time of the sunrise we had a couple of wooded areas to run through
first before reaching the viewing area which was a picnic table and benches with lots of graffiti on, Mrs Blobby
had got there first and had a ring side seat.
A band of cloud just above the horizon was spoiling the event and just as all seemed lost, with a little wait, hey
presto, out she came,
so everyone was happy.

At one check I gave the nod to Tequilova and others only to send them the wrong way, then further on I did the
same thing again. So I stopped that at once.
At the beginning of the trail I reminded everyone about the golden rule of not shouting on a sun rise hash
because of people asleep at 5.00 in the morning, at one point C5, Slapper and Tequilova had run off the trail in
the distance and I just managed to make myself heard to get them back.
Back in the car park, Skinny was making a jug of bucks fizz and giving out cakes and the sun was still shining.
Total run attendance from 2006 until now is 390.
Hope to see hordes of you next year. On on, Spot.

-------------------------------------------------------------

A

nd staying with Spot, Bomber sent in the below snippet of fascinating information. I guess you’d
have expected the Spot robot to have been developed and sold in Japan rather than the U.S. It
would be interesting to see if a Spot robot could draw Check circles in flour as perfectly and
elegantly as our own flesh-and-blood version. And can it perform that twinkling smile when making witty
observations? Buy one and let us all know!
Click on the link below to see roboSpot looking more like a crouched (and headless), metal golden
retriever. As the advertising blurb reads: ‘Spot comes ready to operate, right out of the box.’ (true of our
version, too!). And, ‘Spot can be customized for a variety of applications.’ (not so sure about that –you’ll
have to ask him.
). Bomber wrote:-

I notice on the interweb that:
"Boston Dynamics Starts Selling Spot Robot for $74,500"
https://shop.bostondynamics.com/spot?cclcl=en_US
(only in the US, I understand - but we don't need a robot Spot, we have the real thing!).
OnOn Bomber

‘NOT THE HASH`-21 S T JUNE 2020

T

his week’s report from Mr Blobby (aka Leo Tolstoy… ). In the below, reference is made to
picture numbers. There aren’t any numbers on the pictures but I’m sure you’ll work it out.

Today’s Not Hash started from the Aldermaston Wharf Visitor Centre car park on the Kennet and Avon Canal,
although strictly speaking it should be the Kennet and Avon Navigation. Apparently a true canal is a channel
that cuts across a drainage divide, making a navigable channel connecting two different drainage basins. A
navigation uses a combination of the calm bits of the river itself as well as improvements. Least that’s what
Dumber told me. Before we started on the trail we elected Dorothy as our Tick Collector as he had picked up a
tick last week.
We started by heading east along the towpath to Froude’s swing bridge where we left the towpath and ran down
the road to Padworth bridge. Here we joined the River Kennet and followed the towpath west to Padworth Mill.
That’s what you call a real water hazard!! This is where the trouble started. We had to stop Twanky and Dorothy
from diving in (picture 1) and tried to reason with C5 who wanted to open the sluice gates (picture 2). We ran
on (picture 3), leaving C5 to talk his way out of this one. I had told him, “You were only supposed to pull the
bl**dy plug out” (that bit needs to be read in a Michael Caine voice)!!

Leaving the mill behind us we headed south crossing a couple of fields and through a small copse before joining
the road again to Upper Church Farm. A footpath took us into a field of sheep sat down in the shade. They
looked at us with complete disdain as though we were just another bunch of mad Englishmen, out in the midday sun. We passed through another small copse and then we started the climb through fields to Aldermaston
church. C5 took off like startled rabbit which left Twanky, Dorothy and me to enjoy expansive views of the
Thames valley (picture 4):

A brief run along the road past the church took us back down towards the main Basingstoke road, where we ran
through a field of spearmint (picture 4). We should have been able to just cross the main road, but because a
new footpath has been created from Aldermaston village to the A4, we had to run along the new path to
Aldermaston village. From the village we had to run back along the main road to get to the footpath we needed.
From here the trail got a bit tricky as the footpath was not obvious or well used. We started running through
long grass so we tried to persuade our Tick Collector to lead us, but he turned us down, so that left me to lead
on. After a while I turned round and said to the others we don’t need a water hazard this week my feet are
sopping wet. Twanky quipped that it was “dew to the wet grass”, C5 retorted with “that was a bit of a damp
squib” and I chipped in with “hah, it’s raining puns again”! Eventually we made it to the water hazard, after a
slight wrong turn (pictures 5, 6 & 7):

After completing the water challenge we re-joined the navigation towpath only to find that we were on the
wrong side of the water with no footbridge. So we quickly knocked together a make-shift footbridge for us to
cross the canal (picture 8):

We followed the towpath back to Aldermaston Wharf with just one more obstacle left to complete we thought,
the lock gates at the wharf (picture 9). How wrong we were, just as we got to the bridge some inconsiderate
boatman had decided to lift the bridge so we couldn’t get back to the cars until the bridge was lowered.

Our IT guru, Twanky has put yet another map with photos of the run at:
https://www.relive.cc/view/vPOpWmLMZRv
On Saturday Mrs B and I got up early for the longest Day Sunrise Hash (LDSRH3) to join 13 other hashers in
Ashenbury Park, Woodley. Spot and Skinny Dipper had organised a hash trail for a restricted size pack, but
unfortunately Mrs B was the only walker. However, Skinny had sorted out a map for her to meet us at the
sunrise check and then to find her way around the lake and back to the car park. We all gathered back together
in the car park for an early breakfast consisting of Buck’s Fizz and pain-au-chocolate, while maintaining our social
distances. Well done Skinny and Spot.

And finally, did you hear this week’s tale about the 80 year old woman who went to the drive-thru at
McDonald’?. An impatient woman behind her started shouting abuse at her as she was ordering her meal. So
she went on to the second widow to pay and very kindly paid for the meal of the abusive woman behind her.
The woman behind then stopped the abuse, apologised profusely and thanked her very much. The old lady
then progressed to the third window and picked up not only her own meal, but also the meal of the lady behind

her. There was a very long queue for the drive-thru and therefor she would have to join the back of the queue
again if she wanted her McDonald’s meal!!!
It just proves the point, don’t mess with elderly ladies!!
On On to next week’s ‘Not Hash’.
Mr B

THE BH 3 HASH NAME QUIZ

L

ast week’s answers are below. Some people struggled with Iceman’s name. LoudonTasteless was
one of the suggestions.

Clue

Hash Name

Real Name

She just refuses learn any
new tricks.

OldDog

Jenny Seward

His name is the very opposite
of his warm personality.

Iceman

Don Thomson

Curious that his surname is
both that of a writer of murder
mysteries and a murderer.

Agatha

Duncan Christie

She may be in the pink but
she’s not covered in spots.

Mrs Blobby

Jane Rudd

She really, really likes roads.
And has the nickname of a
cartoon cat!

TC (Tarmac Cuddler)

Dee Pearson

Here’s this week’s quiz for all you sobriquet afficionados:Clue

Hash Name

Does
she
throw
Cadbury bars?

Real Name

away

Is he thicker than his partner?
He can be found at the rear of
an American train.
Sounds like she jumps the
gun and she’s not a ‘lady of
the night’.
Very popular with some
ladies! Or does he gorge on
carrots?

Take good care of yourselves.
On On.

Hashgate.

If anyone has something they would like to see in the Gobsheet, either send it to your reporter/editor/tea
boy/floor mopper at hashgate@hotmail.com or to Iceman at the address above.

